Corvette c5 headlight motor

Headlight Repair Kit for Corvette C5. If your headlight actuation unit makes a grinding noise
when turned on or turned off usually this will happen at the full open or full closed position this
is the classic symptom of a bad headlight gear. This kit will repair your headlight motor. If you
do not repair or replace your headlight actuation unit once this begins to happen, very soon the
headlight will fail to rise at all. In most C5 Corvettes by the time the gear has failed the OEM
black rubber bumper inside the gear is also in poor condition and should be replaced. This kit
includes an aftermarket rubber gear bumper that is molded of a tougher rubber than OEM. The
OEM plastic gear and the rubber bumper are the weak parts in these headlight actuation units.
Once rebuilt with the new heavy duty CNC brass gear and aftermarket rubber bumper the
headlight actuation unit will be better than new and should last the life of your car. Kit Contents:
CNC machined brass headlight gear, aftermarket rubber gear bumper, side cover gasket, packet
of synthetic grease, installation instructions. One kit repairs one headlight actuation unit. The
motor assembly has an aluminum case with a removeable side cover held on with 3 screws. The
motor assembly has a glued on side cover. In this case the cover needs to be pryed off split the
case at the factory glue joint to replace the worn gear. To be sure you order the correct kit you
need to veriify if your headlight actuation units are plastic or aluminum. The aluminum housing
was used on the C5 Corvette. It has 3 screws holding the side cover on. The swap to a newer
style headlight motor can occur because the style motors are no longer available through GM. If
a previous owner or a GM dealer has replaced a headlight motor in a they may have installed the
newer style. We promise to never spam you, and just use your email address to identify you as
a valid customer. This product hasn't received any reviews yet. Be the first to review this
product! Site Information. Please wait See 3 more pictures. SKU: Shipping: Free Shipping.
Minimum Purchase: unit s. Maximum Purchase: unit s. Gift Wrapping:. Buy in bulk and save.
Add To Cart. Add to Wish List. Write a headline for your review here:. Write your review here:.
Your email: We promise to never spam you, and just use your email address to identify you as a
valid customer. Enter your name: optional. Save My Review. Customers also viewed. Choose
Options. Related Products. Need a Corvette part? We created a simple way to request any part.
This part is a good, used C5 Headlight Motor Cover which can be installed on a to Corvette. This
part is a good, used C5 Headlight Motor Cover which can be installed on any of the following
Corvette models:. Wallace Wells verified owner â€” October 23, I thought I ordered one, but I
received two. One was in good shape, the other in fair shape. I only needed one, so I am very
pleased. The delivery took only a few 3 I believe days from the time of order. John Erzen verified
owner â€” September 22, Only logged in customers who have purchased this product may leave
a review. The crew at Corvette Salvage has researched this part and determined that it can be
installed on the following Corvette models. Request A Part. Click Here For More Options. Rated
5. Part Number: U Categories: Exterior , Headlights Tags: , , , , , , , , actuator , boot , C5 , cap ,
cover , Discontinued by GM , head , headlamp , headlight , lamp , light , motor , rubber , Used.
Technical Part Info. Weight 0. Reviews 2. Rated 5 out of 5. Part Fitment. C5 Need a Corvette
part? We created a simple way to request any part. This part is a rebuilding service for a C5
Headlight Motor which can be installed on a to Corvette. Purchase this part and earn up to
VetteCoins. To learn more about VetteCoins, click here. This part is a rebuilding service for a C5
Headlight Motor which can be installed on any of the following Corvette models:. Corvette
Salvage requires a core charge deposit when specific used and rebuilt parts are purchased.
When purchasing an item with a core charge attached to it, the following two conditions must
be satisfied for the core charge deposit to be returned:. Only logged in customers who have
purchased this product may leave a review. The crew at Corvette Salvage has researched this
part and determined that it can be installed on the following Corvette models. Request A Part.
Click Here For More Options. C5 Headlight Motor Rebuilding Service quantity. Part Number: R
Categories: Exterior , Headlights , Rebuilding Services , Headlight Motors Tags: , , , , , , , , C5 ,
head , headlamp , headlight , lamp , light , motor , Rebuilding Service , Rebuilt. Core Return
Disclaimer. Technical Part Info. Weight 2. Reviews 0. Reviews There are no reviews yet. Part
Fitment. Choose an option Choose an option I want my original unit rebuilt. Ship me a rebuilt
unit. C5 I want my original unit rebuilt. Today we will be talking about the differences in the
Chevrolet C5 Corvette headlight motors. The headlights themselves are direct fits for all models
but the headlight motors are different for the and models. With the head light motors there is
not much of a difference between the two interchanges. The motors are made of plastic for the
most part, were as the style is mostly made of metal. All of the plugs are the same between the
two styles of headlight motors, but the bolt holes for mounting them to the headlight bracket are
different. Even though they mount different to the headlight assemblies, the bracket for the
headlight it self mounts the same to the car. So when you are replacing your headlights, you will
be fine if you replace your whole headlamp assembly. But if you only need to replace your
headlight motor, be careful and make sure it is the same style as the one you need. As always,

feel free to email or call us with any questions at clevelandpap yahoo. Thanks for reading!
Comments are closed. Sign Up! Sign up for our emailer list to get up to date news on projects
and rebuilds! First Name. Last Name. Contact Contact Column. Instagram Priced reduced! Just
look at these beautiful Recar. Fabrication continues on our 79 5. We continue to make this
underhood seamless and sl. We got some more goodies in for our customers 68 C. Load More
Follow on Instagram. All Rights Reserved. Many a C5 owner has heard that unmistakable
machine gun sound emanating from the front of the car when turning on the headlights. Anyone
who has gone through this knows the fix is to replace the factory nylon gear in the headlight
motor with a replacement bronze gear. Certainly the teeth on the bronze gear have not worn
down to the point where they disengage from the motor drive gear. When it happened on our
subject convertible, we popped the hood and discovered that epoxy used to hold the gear cover
on the motor had failed and fortunately was lying beside it. Corvette Central has a headlight
motor rebuild kit models here , models here that offers a perfect solution. In addition to a bronze
gear for those who need it, the C-Central kit also includes a T-bracket that fits over the gear
housing cover, keeping it in place even if the epoxy fails. Follow along with us as we not only
rebuild the motors on both headlights of our C5, but using the kit from Corvette Central will
prevent us from having any more trouble in the future. We elected to remove the entire
headlight assembly from the car, rather than just the motor. This not only provides easier
access, but also allows you to change your headlight bulbs at the same time. It sure is handy to
have a reference when re-installing the assembly. Remove this rubber cap and turn the knob on
the back of the headlight motor counter-clockwise until the headlight reaches its apex. It may
take quite a bit of turning before the headlight begins to rise. Next, disconnect the power to the
headlight. The power connector is located immediately behind the headlight motor. Remove the
connector from the tab that holds it in place, lift slightly on the snap that holds the two parts of
the connector together and pull apart. Using a Phillips screwdriver, remove the three screws
that hold the black plastic headlight bezel in place. Two of the screws are easily accessible on
either side of the headlight. The third is at the back of the bezel on the hood side of the
assembly. Then slide the bezel forward to remove. This shows the tab on the top of the bezel
that slides onto a clip on the underside of the headlight cover to help hold it in place. Pay
attention now to how these two pieces mate up. It will make it much easier to reassemble later.
Next, remove the headlight cover. Remove the four T Torx screws holding it to the assembly.
There are one on each side, and two in back. This shows the positions of the six bolts that hold
the headlight assembly in the car. The front of the car is to the left of the photo. The bolts at the
rear to the right in the photo require a 10mm deep socket to remove. Be careful not to scratch
the front clip or the fender as you lift note the microfiber towel covering the front clip. Note that
on this side, the gear cover is still in place. That was not the case with the passenger side,
where the cover is toward the engine compartment side and left exposed. Remove the motor
from the headlight bracket by loosening the three nuts and bolts shown here. Once the nuts and
bolts were removed, the gear cover behind the gear in the photo is easily separated from the
rest of the gear housing. The Corvette Central kit with the t-bracket will solve that problem. This
side had been repaired by a dealer at one time â€¦ though the gear was replaced with another
nylon gear! Since this motor had recently been repaired by a dealer, it appears relatively clean.
Oftentimes when replacing a nylon gear, you will find broken teeth, rust and other grime mixed
in with the grease. Clean out the gear housing of all debris and grease. If your motor has been
previously repaired, remove the excess epoxy. The Corvette Central kit comes with a bronze
gear and the rubber insert. When reinstalling the shaft, make sure the flanges fit flush against
the rubber insert. Liberally grease the bronze gear teeth, the drive gear, and the shaft using the
grease supplied with the kit. Mix the two-part epoxy that comes with the Corvette Central kit,
apply to the underside lip of the cover and replace the cover. Let the glue set for 24 hours.
When reattaching the motor assembly to the headlight bracket, place the Corvette Central
T-bracket in position, matching up with holes that accept the nuts and bolts you removed the
day before. Once the motor is secure, reattach the bulb harness, and place the headlight
assembly, cover, and bezel back into their respective positions, using the other headlight as
your guide. Before reattaching the power to the motor, manually lower and raise the headlight a
few times to make sure all is functioning properly. Reconnect the power wiring harness and
give it a test! No more machine gun sound, the headlight goes all the way up and all the way
down, and with that T-bracket, it should never need repaired again! The flat washer on each end,
the thin goes down and thicker gies on drive end before you put cover on. And how much play
should drive have. The pivot arm is missing the manual stops, thats why it closes then reopens.
Either something is bent or the nut is loose. The passengers side headlight motor on my
corvette has stripped motor gears. I want to replace the gear, but the headlight needs to be up
for that. Anyone have a suggestion on how to raise the headlight? You can access the motor by

removing the lower splash guard. Then you can remove the nut, holding the linkage arm to the
center of the motor and use a flat head screw driver to pry the arm loose. Then you can push
the headlight up and remove the motor if needed. Replaced the drivers side head light gear last
year. The head light goes down and then pops back up about half way. I can manually put down
and it stays until the lights go on and then the same thing happens. Would appreciate any
suggestions. Thanks Nick. I recently purchased a Corvette. The previous owner told me the
driver side headlight motor would not stop and was making a lot of noise. He told me he had the
gear replaced. Recently, the driver side headlight goes down and then pops up and stays in the
open position when you turn the lights out. There is no noise. Any ideas as to what it could be?
My corvette has an headlight issue. I have replaced this assembly once before so I was able to
inspect the old one. I fully expected to find a limit switch in the motor assembly like what I had
in my 84 however there was none. Is it in the Headlight Control Until? And where is it, drivers or
passenger side? I can fix it if I can get some basic information on how it works! Can you help? I
have a C5 that the headlamps pop-up upon ignition and will not go down. They will go up and
down with just the ignition turned on but when the engine starts they pop upâ€¦weirdest thing. I
need to replace my C5 headlight module does anyone have installation or location instructions
you can share? Recently purchased a new right side motor for my flip-up lights corvette.
However when installed, one light flips up and the other fli
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ps down when turned on or off. Could this be caused by the position of the spindle shaft to the
gear wheel in the new motor? Your email address will not be published. Currently you have
JavaScript disabled. In order to post comments, please make sure JavaScript and Cookies are
enabled, and reload the page. Click here for instructions on how to enable JavaScript in your
browser. Are you having this issue with factory components or have you recently done a
rebuild? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. GM issues recall
for Corvettes over faulty hatch hinges. We also support Corvette events, swap meets and local
Corvette club shows all over the world. Corvette Central has been a leading manufacturer and
distributor of Corvette parts and accessories since We offer the most comprehensive and
detailed parts catalogs on the market today and produce a different catalog for each Corvette
generation. All catalogs are also online with full search and order features.

